Case Study

EJECTING ILLEGAL TRADERS
FROM A RETAIL UNIT

Trading ‘on the fly’ is not as funny or harmless as Del Boy and
Rodney used to make it seem! The sad reality of fly trading is
that it occurs regularly on the high street and poses a very real
problem for landlords with vacant retail units or for those with
large car parks or empty warehouses.
Illegal occupancy of your
property is frustrating,
sometimes results in vandalism
or expensive clean ups and often
affects your business and the
value of your property.
We are experienced at moving
fly traders out of property
quickly and efficiently.
Right is an example of how we
removed a hostile group of fly
traders from a busy high street
who had initially refused to leave
when asked by the management.

THE CHALLENGE
We were contacted by a shopping
centre operator who noticed one of
their empty units had been broken
into and trespassers were trading from
there illegally.
Our client was rightly concerned as an
incoming tenant was due to take over the
lease within two days and therefore, they
needed the fly traders moved out and the
shop unit secured.
Security and management staff from the
shopping centre had visited the premises
to assess the situation and ask the traders
to leave. However, they were met with
aggression by the trespassers who had
started selling goods from the premises
and point blank refused to leave.

OUR SOLUTION
The client supplied us with various photos and a plan of the site so that we could
assess the area for risk and look at possible access points.
Within a couple of hours, we gathered
our team of Enforcement Agents and
Security Staff on site. We arrived in
“plain clothes” to gain access to the site
and avoid the trespassers shutting the
doors on us when seen on sight. Our
Security Staff went to the entry points
and stood by the doors to ensure control
of access. Our Enforcement Agents then
approached the trespassers inside and
informed them they were illegally trading.
We advised we would be willing to give
them one hour to pack up their things.
Initially the trespassers said that they
would not be leaving and that we had

no right to be in there, but after we
explained the situation, and our Security
staff closed the doors so that
all customers left the premises the
traders agreed to pack up their goods
and leave peacefully.
Once the trespassers were out, we
immediately arranged for all external
locks on the property to be changed and
entry points to be checked. Our Security
Officers remained in the property for
48 hours until the incoming tenant
signed their lease and took possession
of the shop premises.

KEY FACTS...
Successful and rapid
removal of hostile fly
traders peacefully

Placed our security
officers on site for
48 hours

Traders left within an hour
of our arrival on site

Facilitated smooth
handover of keys to
new tenant for client

Secured property with
new locks
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